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European Structured Finance
Q3 Supply in review

IGM Credit

 July and late September flurry boosts Q3, but market still lagging 2019 by 35%
 Specialist supply drives UK, RMBS still leads the way but Dutch, French and Irish supply 

recommences
 CLOs regather poise with biggest and tightest deals since end of Q1
 Autos gaining traction – full stack, debut and hiatus-ending trades
 Seven technical standards signed off in securitisation regulation

As with the end of Q2, the completion of Q3 was marked by some unsettling milestones.
Before the end of September, global Covid deaths passed one million according to John
Hopkins University. At the end of Q2 more than 500,000 deaths had been reported with over
10 million cases. Three months later and the number of deaths has doubled and the
confirmed cases more than tripled to over 33 million.

The easing of restrictions in many countries in the very late stages of Q2/early Q3 fuelled
another spike in the transmission rate and the reintroduction of varying degrees of
restrictions and amendments to the safe travel lists.

Throw into the mix the pending US election (with the added uncertainty stemming from
President Trump’s Covid-19 diagnosis), continuing trade tensions, Brexit, the severe impacts
on global economies and the uncertainty of the path of recovery and it has made for a
difficult time in the markets and is likely to continue to do so in the run up to the end of the
year. Public programmes such as job retention schemes and mortgage support programmes
have cushioned the blow to some extent, but many people remain in financial hardship and
the schemes are either being adjusted or rolling off. This places additional scrutiny on deal
performance where rising arrears have already become evident.

S&P reported recently that 90+ day arrears in EMEA auto ABS rose 0.23% in its latest review
to 6.56% while in RMBS the increase was 0.63% to 5.73%. The biggest contributor to this
weakening in metrics was the UK non-conforming sector where 90+ day arrears spiked by
more than 1% between reporting periods.
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The UK’s rules for mortgage support were less strict than in Europe and so the take-up of
payment holidays was significantly more widespread. The Bank of England estimated that
around 30% of borrowers applying for a payment holiday suffered no change to income during
the period. They were taking the moratorium as a precautionary measure. Rating agency and
securitisation issuer reports state that large proportions of those borrowers that did apply for a
moratorium are now repaying in full. But there are reports of rising business closures which
could impact unemployment going forward. S&P highlighted a poll from its recent conference
where almost 40% of participants expected 5-15% of payment holiday cases to lead to arrears.

Despite the unsettling undertones, the bond markets have continued to function with some
sectors maintaining a healthy rate of issuance. For instance, EUR-denominated investment/split
rated corporate issuance topped EUR380bn and hit a record high even before the end of
September. In Q4 2019 there was over EUR80bn of EUR-denominated corporate issuance so
there is plenty of scope issuers to extend this year’s record-breaking performance even further
should opportunities present themselves.

But in other areas a combination of broader central bank funding schemes such as the TFSME
in the UK and the TLTRO III as well as reduced origination levels during lockdown have impacted
on new deal volumes.

In June banks drew EUR1.308trn from the TLTRO III and followed up with another EUR174.5bn
in September, which was towards the upper end of expectations.

DBRS said in a recent note that the “ECB has provided banks with a long-term window to
borrow at very low rates.”

“As a result, it is unlikely that the banks within Europe will refinance this funding in the near
term. This has implications for the securitisation and covered bond markets as the collateral for
use might otherwise have found its way into these public markets.”

By the end of Q3, placed structured finance issuance was down 35% versus 2019 to around the
EUR50bn equivalent mark. The covered bond decline was less severe but still a substantial
31.5% for EUR-denominated trades. There have been just eight UK covered bonds so far this
year, the last of which was on February 5. By comparison, in the first three quarters of 2019
there were 23 UK covered deals across currencies (EUR8bn equivalent versus EUR18bn
equivalent).
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The slowdown in ABS began in March as volatility and spreads spiked. The announcement of
the TFSME in the UK reduced the need for new public issuance, much as its predecessors the
TFS and FLS did. The provision of much cheaper funding than public bond issuance dashed
hopes that a substantial portion of drawings from the previous TFS would be refinanced
through securitisation. And while spreads have recovered, many lenders have said they plan
to access the new scheme to pay down outstanding amounts from the previous programme.

In the UK, just one public prime RMBS was launched in Q3 from a lender with a high street
presence. But because the TFSME is only open to banks and building societies it has led the
specialist sector into action as they look to refinance existing deals or obtain new funding to
get operations back up to speed following the reopening of the economy and housing
market.

There were 16 UK RMBS pricing in Q3, only Coventry Building Society’s Economic Master
Issuer 2020-1 was a public prime, owner-occupied deal. Online lender Atom Bank printed a
prime STS deal too but retained most of it. Other transactions included buy-to-let, second
lien and non-conforming portfolios – in newly issued format and to refinance existing RMBS.

As at Q3 there have been more UK RMBS this year than in 2019, at 33 versus 29 at the time
of writing (including retained deals) but there is a distinct leaning towards the specialist
sectors.

The market began to recover from the supressed issuance levels in Q2, with around
EUR8.5bn placed in July (second busiest month since February). August was slow with less
than EUR1bn placed, but the market reopened in September. The first week yielded just two
deals, a Dutch prime RMBS and a part placed UK BTL deal. But the second half of the month
was much busier with 17 deals placed – either through public syndication or pre/private
placement across sectors.

These helped rescue September’s figures, with around EUR8bn equivalent sold, but still down
from around EUR12bn in 2019.
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There were some important regulatory updates too as seven new technical standards in the
Securitisation Regulation came into force on September 23, 2020. That was also the date that
firms could apply to become an authorised securitisation repository for various data and
reporting requirements (see end of the document for more).

Fig. 1

Source: IGM

The improved issuance in July and September, the second and third highest issuance months
of the year respectively, drove Q3 volume to over EUR17bn, and almost double that of Q2.

However, recent months have also been noteworthy for a surge in retained issuance. In July
over EUR21bn of paper was structured and not sold to investors – either through segments
of public deals not being offered, or issues retained in full. This followed the EUR23bn in June
as issuers prepared a stock of collateral for cheaper repo schemes.
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This has weighed on the ratio of placed vs not offered bonds. The proportion of bonds sold to
investors out of the entire catalogue of deals structured has been below 40% since the
middle of June. It hit a low of about 33% in mid-July as retained deals began to stack up and
hovered around the 35% mark until the September flurry helped it up slightly to 38.5%.

It is a marginal improvement, but nonetheless a reminder of how far the market has lagged
this year. By comparison, in 2019 the proportion of placed bonds averaged out at about 50%
across the whole year when assessing weekly numbers.

Fig. 2

Source: IGM

The following graph shows the quarterly breakdown of placed versus not offered bonds in
recent years and illustrates how retained/not offered bonds in Q2 outnumbered placed
bonds by around 3.6 to one, led by June where almost EUR5 was not offered for every EUR1
sold. In Q3 this improved to near 1.5:1, aided by a busier September in which the CLO sector
reopened with the tightest deals since March, auto ABS quickened its pace, the French RMBS
market saw its first deals after a six-month break and full capital structure trades became
more prevalent.
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Fig. 3

Source: IGM
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STS supply recovers in September

Increased issuance from the specialist areas, such as non-confirming and buy-to-let RMBS, as
well as CLOs, outstripped prime STS issuance since the end of Q1 and means that non-STS
paper is more dominant now that it was last year. Only around 33% of placed paper is STS
compliant so far this year.

There have been two months of zero STS issuance in 2020 (April and August) but they were
particularly quiet months anyway with less than EUR2bn issued across the two months. The
increased pace of issuance in September brought with it more STS paper, making it the
busiest month for STS placement since January.

Fig. 4

Source: IGM
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RMBS extends lead in Q3

RMBS continued to lead the way for new issuance, extending the sector’s lead over CLOs
(44% of placed bonds against 32% for CLOs, versus 40% and 34% as at Q2). Around EUR9bn
equivalent of mortgage-backed notes were sold to investors in Q3 versus around EUR4.6bn of
CLOs to help the former sector pull away. CLOs are, however, staging a comeback with the
largest deal since February, and the two tightest trades since March, pricing on September 25
(see below for more on CLOs).

The heightened activity in the UK market, across RMBS and well as other asset classes,
propelled that jurisdiction to the top of the chart as of the end of Q3, accounting for over
35% of issuance year-to-date.

Fig. 5

Source: IGM
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Fig. 6

Source: IGM

UK dominates RMBS sales

UK RMBS issuance was driven by the non-prime market. As explained above, only banks and
building societies have access to the TFSME, and as of September 30 they had drawn
GBP45.148bn.

The Bank of England published its first batch of figures for participation in the scheme. There
is a lag in the release of the figures, as the data shows drawings as of June 30, 2020, which
was GBP14.258bn. The ring-fenced part of NatWest Bank had taken over a third of that,
representing some GBP5bn.

The table below shows the 16 UK RMBS trades structured in Q3. Just two of these were
backed by newly originated prime assets, but only one has a high street presence (Coventry
Building Society). The other came from Atom Bank.
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Seven deals were backed by legacy collateral of the non-conforming and/or buy-to-let variety 
and nine were new deals. 

Fig. 7 - Q3 UK RMBS issuance by type

Source: Pricing announcements / offering circulars

Date Issuer Size(m) Vintage STS Type O/O BTL 1st lien 2nd+ lien

Sep 22

Lanebrook 
Mortgage 
2020-1 GBP338.51 New No BTL 0.00% 100.00% 100.0% 0.0%

Sep 16
Castell 2020-
1 GBP269.71 New No NC 100.00% 0.00% 0.0% 100.0%

Sep 15

Avon 
Finance 
No.2 GBP812.62 Legacy No Mixed/NC 75.74% 24.26% 100.0% 0.0%

Sep 10

Canterbury 
Finance 
No.3 GBP1,090 Legacy No BTL 0.00% 100.00% 100.0% 0.0%

Aug 13

Stratton 
Mortgage 
Fndg 20-1 GBP255.51 Legacy No Mixed/NC 71.26% 28.74% 100.0% 0.0%

Aug 11
Cheshire 
2020-1 GBP234.71 Legacy No Mixed/NC 90.02% 9.98% 100.0% 0.0%

Jul 29

Avon 
Finance 
No.1 GBP932.37 Legacy No Mixed/NC 73.32% 26.68% 100.0% 0.0%

Jul 24

Economic 
Master 
Issuer 2020-
1 GBP978.66 New Yes Prime 100.00% 0.00% 100.0% 0.0%

Jul 24 RMS 32 GBP693.44 Legacy No Mixed/NC 87.86% 12.14% 97.02% 2.98%

Jul 22

Elvet 
Mortgages 
2020-1 GBP731.7 New Yes Prime 100.00% 0.00% 100.0% 0.0%

Jul 22
Polaris 2020-
1 GBP362.45 New No Mixed/NC 74.80% 25.20% 100.0% 0.0%

Jul 20
Twin Bridges 
2020-1 GBP364.3 New No BTL 0.00% 100.00% 100.0% 0.0%

Jul 16
Together 
ABS 2020-1 GBP389.8 New No Mixed/NC 52.80% 47.20% 71.70% 28.30%

Jul 14

Tower 
Bridge 
Funding 20-1 GBP360.27 New No NC 100.00% 0.00% 100.0% 0.0%

Jul 10 Oat Hill No.2 GBP490.1 Legacy No Mixed/BTL 6.40% 93.60% 100.0% 0.0%

Jul 6

Canada 
Square 
Funding 20-2 GBP168.7 New No BTL 0.00% 100.00% 100.0% 0.0%
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The first ten RMBS of Q3 were all from the UK. It wasn't until September 8 that the first EUR
RMBS of Q3 emerged, as Venn Hypotheken priced the first public Dutch prime RMBS since
January. This was then followed by a mixed pool Dutch BTL deal, an Irish RMBS and two
French deals at the end of the month.

There French deals were the third and fourth of that jurisdiction in 2020 after a six-month
gap. The previous two priced on March 3 and 11.

And the Irish deal from Finance Ireland Credit Solutions was the first public Irish STS RMBS. It
is the second overall but the first one was retained (by the Allied Irish Banks group) in March.

Fig. 8

Source: IGM
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BofA goes alone in CMBS

There was just one public CMBS in Q3, with BofA Securities braving the market in July to sell
Taurus 2020-2 UK. It was backed by a loan to Blackstone used to acquire three portfolios of
285 predominantly last mile logistics assets.

Before this, just three CMBS had launched all year. In January came a French office deal,
Europe’s first Green CMBS. Then in February a UK hotel deal and a Dutch office/logistics deal.

Incremental progress had been made in the last few years in CMBS, with volumes rising year-
on-year between 2016 and 2019.

CMBS sales topped EUR5bn in 2019, and with over EUR1bn printing in January and February
it had raised hopes for a similar amount of issuance to follow. There has, however, been just
one deal in the last seven months as market conditions deteriorated.

Fig. 9

Source: IGM
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Within the commercial property sector, the leisure, hospitality and retail areas were hit
particularly badly by the pandemic as cashflows and rent collections dropped due to enforced
closures. In some cases this led to equity injections from the sponsors to prevent the breach
of performance triggers (such as in the hotel deal just weeks after the settlement date), or
the issuers requesting noteholders to temporarily ease the covenants to provide a little more
headroom. S&P said in its recent surveillance report that new property valuations for some
UK shopping centre CMBS showed property valuations down 30-40% compared with pre-
Covid prices and around 50% below their 2017 peak.

BofA’s logistics deal offered exposure to a subsector that had been growing in prominence
even before lockdown as shopping habits change from physical visits to stores to people
shopping more online. S&P said that e-commerce’s share of total sales increased to around
16% in Q2 from 12% a year earlier across Europe. In the UK and Germany, the share is even
greater, at 26% and 20% respectively.

With a shift in shopping strategies already gaining momentum, even pre-pandemic, it was
understandable to see investors comfortable with BofA’s deal. Tranches were between 1.3x
and 1.8x covered and it was upsized to GBP450m from GBP393.3m

Shopping centres, pub exposures, hotels, sports and holiday venues were all dealt a huge
blow in the pandemic as enforced closures robbed them of an income stream.

The full impact on the office property sector is still to be felt. With a substantial number of
office workers operating from home during the pandemic, and being encouraged by some
governments to return home as Covid cases rise, it will shape future ideas of how firms will
want to manage their costs when it comes to leases on large office spaces.

CLOs back in force

As with many other sectors, the European CLO market has faced severe headwinds this year
– including deteriorating portfolio quality pushing deals to the brink of trigger breaches,
concerns over a lack of assets, frequency switches on the underlying portfolio (loans paying
six-month interest rather than three) and widening bond spreads that eroded the arbitrage
potential and undermined the viability of transactions.
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The sector has, however, fought its way back with bigger and tighter deals than those seen
just a few weeks ago as the market settled. The summer period also saw innovation through
the inclusion of loss mitigation loans (from Blackstone/GSO Debt Fund Management Europe)
while Palmer Square brought its first static pool European deal.

Managers are still favouring a 1-year non-call period versus the 2-year structure used pre-
Covid. And most preferred a reinvestment period of 3- to 3.5-years. Pre-Covid, a 4.5-year
reinvestment period was typical.

Since the first deals priced after the initial declaration of a pandemic, there have been 30
new deals. Of those 29 have a reinvestment period and one is a static trade. All but one had
non-call period of around 1-year, the outlier being 1.5-years. And 20 of the 29 deals had a
reinvestment period in a 3- to 3.5-year range. The other nine had 1-year reinvestment
periods. Year-to-date there have been 44 new CLOs for EUR14.7bn.

Fig. 10

Source: IGM
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There were 14 deals in Q1 for EUR5.83bn, followed by 16 deals for EUR4.3bn in Q2 as the
market reopened after the pandemic with smaller transactions and 14 more deals in Q3 for
EUR4.6bn. It has taken some time for issuers to return to deal sizes of similar scale to those
pre-lockdown. Barings’ EUR452.8m deal is the biggest since February 25.

By comparison, Q1 2019 yielded 17 deals for EUR7.32bn, Q2 posted 18 for EUR7.43bn, Q3
recorded 18 issues for EUR7.44bn and Q4 also produced 18 new issues for EUR7.26bn. As
those numbers show, issuance was very evenly distributed throughout last year.

September sales also marked a turnaround in spread performance. Triple A spreads hit 110bp
during the month, the tightest level since March 3 when a 95bp print was achieved, to mark a
115bp reduction from the widest level seen in April. The Double Bs in the 600bp to low
600bp area represent a 400bp retracement from the widest level seen in April as the market
recovered.

Fig. 11

Source: IGM / pricing announcements
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ALD drives auto spreads back to pre-Covid levels, full capital stacks on show

Auto ABS supply in Q3 was limited to just five deals. One was the subject of large
participation from the EIB and EIF (Silk Finance No. 5). The other four were, however, publicly
marketed with Santander Consumer EFC, AMAG Leasing, ALD AutoLeasing D GmbH and
MotoNovo Finance issuing Spanish, Swiss, German and UK deals respectively.

Santander’s issue was a full capital structure sale and the issuer’s first openly marketed deal
since the financial crisis. It did, however, pre/privately place an issue in October 2019.

The ALD story was also one of a lengthy hiatus from the public bond market, having last
issued an ABS in November 2016. In doing so, it recorded the tightest auto print since
February at 1mE+18bp. In fact, it was just 2bp wide of the 16bp achieved by VW with VCL 30
in February. A combination of an overall lack of prime supply, the STS nature of this issue and
the seller’s absence giving it rarity value all combined to underpin the deal.

It was well sought after as sole lead and parent company SG reported the EUR350m Triple A
being 2.9x covered at guidance. The final spread of 18bp was 22bp inside the 40bp achieved
when BMW and Mercedes-Benz Bank braved the market in May, reflecting the recovery of
spreads since that time.

Fig. 12

Source: IGM
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MotoNovo Finance’s deal was its first since October 2016 and was upsized to GBP583m from
GBP425m on the back of good demand.

Q3 was also notable in the auto market for full capital structure sales, with Santander
Consumer Finance EFC printing its Spanish deal as a full stack on 16 September. This mandate
was followed by one for PSA Financial Services EFC, with its own Spanish full stack. The
originator is a Santander and Banque PSA Finance joint venture and is looking to price its new
issue on October 2.

Santander had a busy September, with the two Spanish deals as well as a Finnish auto ABS
and a newly announced German consumer loan capital relief deal. The German deal, its first
public offering in that format, is due the week of October 12.

RCI Banque, meanwhile, printed its first French auto lease, selling EUR791.5m of Triple A and
Double A notes. The Triple A was EUR950m in size but EUR200m was retained.

Last year auto ABS hit a multi-year high with over EUR20bn equivalent of placed bonds. And
there has been at least EUR13bn equivalent of auto sales in each of the last seven years. For
this year to maintain that average more than EUR4bn is needed before the year is out, which
may be unlikely given the current pace of issuance. By the end of Q3 some EUR8.75bn had
been sold.

Fig. 13

Source: IGM
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Securitisation Regulation technical standards published

On September 3 seven pieces of legislation were published in the Official Journal of the
European Union, coming into force on September 23 following the requisite 20 days after
their publication.

These include both regulatory technical standards (RTS) and implementing technical
standards (ITS) and are as follows:

• RTS specifying the information and the details of a securitisation to be made available by 
the originator, sponsor and SSPE

• ITS with regard to the format and standardised templates for making available the 
information and details of a securitisation by the originator, sponsor and SSPE

• RTS specifying the information to be provided in accordance with the STS notification 
requirements

• ITS with regard to templates for the provision of information in accordance with the STS 
notification requirements

• ITS with regard to the format of applications for registration as a securitisation repository 
or for extension of a registration of a trade repository pursuant to Regulation (EU) 
2017/2402 of the European Parliament and of the Council

• RTS on securitisation repository operational standards for data collection, aggregation, 
comparison, access and verification of completeness and consistency

• RTS specifying the details of the application for registration of a securitisation repository 
and the details of the simplified application for an extension of registration of a trade 
repository

The legislations had been expected for some and while they provide clarity in some areas it
does raise questions about how issuers with varying degrees of capability and experience in
the sector can adhere to the new rules.

For example, Bank of America analysts wrote at the time that the reporting templates from
the European Securitisation and Markets Authority (ESMA) bring uncertainties for some
market participants.
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These new templates will applied for all transactions reporting on or after September 23, but
this includes deals where the reporting period began earlier or the cut-off was before then,
the analysts write citing a note from Clifford Chance to AFME.

The BofA team said that while they expect repeat issuers with large programmes to be
(nearly) ready to use the new template they remain sceptical that smaller and infrequent
sellers will be fully aligned. This is due to the complexity of whether the cut-off was before
September 23 and the challenges faced with the pandemic, payment holidays and related
issues.

They also cited questions over the verification of compliance. The regulation specifies data
repositories as being responsible for verifying compliance with the reporting requirements.

Two firms are seeking to become authorised repositories, which are the European
DataWarehouse and EuroABS, which set up to companies to act in the UK and EU.

The analysts doubted, however, that approval would be granted before year-end and in the
absence of such an entity it remains unclear who will be responsible for verification –
whether that be the website where the data is listed or the entity generating the report, if
anyone, they said.

Uncertainties remain over the issue of public versus private reporting, with added
controversy from the EC's effort to boost synthetic securitisation (which are private, with
many being bilateral) via the introduction of synthetic STS.

BofA analysts said many synthetic securitisation issuers contend that the ESMA templates are
not possible and/or needed in synthetic securitisations, especially bilateral trades.

There are also other factors to consider between differing forms of asset-based financing.
BofA said the detailed reporting template, data repository and template verification all take
time and expense to implement, adding to costs of securitisation.

Covered bonds or loan portfolio finance, however, face no or reduced costs. This establishes
a clear regulatory preference and puts securitisation at a bigger disadvantage.

This is also true for ECB repo and other liquidity lines. There is no ECB requirement for
covered bond pool disclosure, but the loan pool disclosure requirements are similar for the
asset side of securitisation.
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For loan pool repos, issuers would weigh the repo discount against the securitisation (post
credit enhancement) discount, they write. For mortgage loans the zero cost of disclosure and
'super low' haircut for covered bonds further skews the balance.

FCA consults on securitisation regulation

The UK's Financial Conduct Authority also published a consultation on September 4, lasting
until October 5, on some changes to its handbook with references to securitisation, in light of
Brexit.

The FCA said its proposed technical standards were prepared in advance of the EU's technical
standards that will be implemented in two weeks' time, but they are consistent with the EC-
delegated versions that have been available for some time.

In relation to the first two pieces of EU legislation, on information provided on the underlying
exposures, investor reports or any inside information on significant events, the FCA said it
was consulting on changes that are consequential on the Securitisation Regulation 2019 or
minor.

It relates to references to mortgage arrears process, classification of enterprises by size, a
new definition to corporate exposures which had referenced 'leverage loan' and changing EU
CLO to UK CLO, among others.

As for the two technical standards on STS notification, the FCA said the UK securitisation
regulation requires originators and sponsors that meet the onshored STS criteria to notify the
FCA using a template which specifies the format in which the information must be provided.

The FCA will maintain list on its website of all securitisations which the originators and
sponsors say meet the onshored STS requirements. The list will be updated when a
securitisation is no longer considered STS or if a sanction has been imposed on a deal.

The BofA analysts said that UK securitisations will remain compliant with EU ESMA disclosure
rules after Brexit, but UK STS will likely fall out of EU STS eligibility. However, EU STS will
remain eligible in the UK until the end of 2022, the analysts understand.

With regards to the three clauses on data repositories, the FCA is designated as the UK
competent authority to register and supervise UK securitisation repositories.
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The technical standards will explain the information and templates to be used as part of the
application to ensure uniform conditions. They also provide for an expedited process for
registered trade repositories looking to extend their operations to that of a securitisation
repository.

The FCA said it has taken note of the ESMA guidelines that will publish a list of assessments
securitisation repositories must make of the information provided to them. The guidelines set
out conditions for a submission to be rejected, such as by setting thresholds for the
percentage of fields using a 'no data option'.

The FCA said that in line with its approach to EU non-legislative materials, it expects market
participants to sensibly and purposively interpret these guidelines, taking into account
provisions of the EU Withdrawal Act and any amendments made to legislation during the
withdrawal.

By: Anil.Mayer@informa.com
Senior Credit Analyst

Anil is a senior analyst in the credit team specialising in European structured finance,
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